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SUMMARY

Forintek's strategic plan must be continually supported so it can 
be modified in light of the changing issues confronting the 
Canadian Wood Products Industry (CWPI). Essentially, enough timely 
strategic information must be available to effectively make 
decisions regarding research priorities and direction. To this 
end, the on-going thrust of the strategic issues assessment project 
is to continually identify, assess and communicate changing techno- 
economic issues that will significantly impact on the CWPI's 
current and future operating environment and hence, Forintek's 
strategic research choices.

During fiscal year 89/90, Forintek's Economics and Market Research 
Department assessed, produced and distributed eleven monthly 
focussed issue reports under the title of the Techno-Economic 
Bulletin (attached as Appendix I). Over 100 information pieces 
were added to the department's strategic information management 
system as supporting documentation for conducting the issue 
assessments. In addition, department personnel attended three 
significant information gathering conferences as observers 
(relevant trip reports attached as Appendix II) and made formal and 
informal presentations based on the project's material in-house and 
around the country.

One formal presentation, initially given at the conference on 
Forest Industry Technology for the 1990's "Maintaining an Edge" in 
Edmonton on October 25, 1989, has been submitted and accepted for 
future publication in The Forestry Chronicle. This 
presentation/article, as its title suggests - "Markets, Products 
and Technology in the 21st Century - A Canadian Solid Wood Products 
Perspective", drew upon all the Techno-Economic Bulletins produced 
by the department. Hence, this journal article is offered here, 
as the main body of this report, in accordance with the Forintek/FC 
agreement on journal articles.
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ABSTRACT;

Knowledge of the relationship between technology, products and markets 
is key to gaining a better understanding and appreciation for what 
the future may hold for the Canadian wood products industry. This 

paper explores those relationships and evaluates pertinent trends 

related to the future development of technology, products and markets. 
Our analysis suggests that the wood products industry of the future 
may be characterized as follows: Smaller economic units; vertical
and horizontal integration to better utilize the resource and add 

value; market diversification; large multinational corporations; 

shift from commodities to engineered wood products; resource neutral 
conversion and product technology; shift from structural to semi- 

structural applications and a move to more environmentally acceptable 
products and conversion technologies.
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INTRODUCTION
Knowledge of the relationship between technology, products and markets is 
key to gaining a better understanding and appreciation for what the future 
may hold for the Canadian Wood Products Industry {lumber, panels, 

etc.). This paper will explore these relationships and evaluate 
pertinent trends related to the development of technology, products 
and markets. The focus will be the discussion of the implications 
of these trends on the CWPI and a presentation of our view of the 
major changes in store for the 1st quarter of the 21st century.

Figure 1 depicts a realistic relationship between technology, products and 
markets. In essence, customer needs or markets are the key! Technology 

must have a market orientation, with products not an end in themselves, but 
the means of satisfying customer needs or desires. The product becomes the 
carrier of the technology and the form it takes is defined only after the 
technology and need have been clearly matched (Twiss, 1986).

There are two types of technology - the incremental category which 

facilitates improvements in price/value of existing products; and 

enabling technologies that are capable of creating new products and 

services and transforming production methods. A chipper canter headrig 

is an example of the incremental variety whereas biotechnology, information 
and communication technology and advanced industrial materials exemplify 
the latter. (Science Council of Canada, 1989).

The role of technology in purely practical terms is:



to improve competitiveness
. to accommodate future growth

• to overcome environmental challenges
. to make new products" (Noranda Forest, 1989).

To stay in business, you have to produce the right product at the 

right price at the right time. In essence, we must anticipate the 
technoeconomic environment of the future. The remainder of this 
paper will address just that, but first we will briefly describe 

today's environment for in it lies the clues for future changes.

CURRENT MARKETS, TECHNOLOGY AND PRODUCTS 
Today's products are heavily oriented to commodity grades for North 

American markets. Production and marketing strategy is predicated 
on demand growth and cheap timber.

Lumber and panel products are geared to North American construction 

• Sixty—seven percent of softwood lumber and eighty percent 
structural panels go to such markets with the remainder going 

to growing industrial markets. Within the construction sector, there 

are two distinct subcategories - residential (including new housing 

and repairs and alterations) and non-residential (including building 

and non-building construction). The residential sector is the most 

important as it consumes approximately eighty percent (value basis) 
of wood products consumed.

Technology in use today emphasizes cost minimization via economies



of scale, product standardization, labour reduction, capital intensity, 
etc. Consequently, there is little flexibility in the conversion 
process.

The products are primarily commodity construction lumber and panels.

To date, there has been little value added, however there are increasing 
signs that value added is being considered by more firms particularly 
in high cost resource areas such as the B.C. Coast.

FACTORS PRECIPITATING CHANGE IN WOOD USE AND IMPLICATIONS FOR THE INDUSTRY 
Four trends are having major impacts on the international competitive 
position of the Canadian Wood Products Industry. Those trends can 
be grouped into the following categories:
. Resource related factors 

. Socio-economic/market factors 

. Product related factors 

. Technology related factors

Resource Factors and Implications

The availability and low cost of the softwood timber resource has been 

Canada's major source of international competitive advantage for the 
past twenty-five years. However, there are significant trends that 
suggest the advantage is weakening (Fig. 2):

. Delivered cost of softwoods will continue to increase in real 
dollars ;

. The softwood harvest is approaching the annual allowable cut (AAC) 

for Canada while B.C. and Quebec harvest exceed AAC;



. The future AAC will be less than today's assuming current levels 
of management, multiple-use considerations, acid rain and other 
environmental considerations and loss to other non-forest uses;

. There will be a decrease in average size and quality of future 
softwood harvests.

The story for hardwoods is considerably different with harvests accounting 

for less than half of the AAC. The current surplus (37 milion m^/yr) 

is concentrated in lower value species such as aspen/poplar and birch 
in Alberta, Ontario and Quebec.

Another factor that is threatening to shift Canada's position as the
world's leading supplier of internationally traded commodity wood products
is additional supplies from other sources such as New Zealand, Chile

and Australia. Furthermore, some of our trading partners (England
and Japan e.g.) are working hard to reduce their reliance on foreign resources.

Finally, environmental concerns re: residue disposal, both in the bush 

and at mill site are beginning to play a more prominent role in Crown 
policy decisions on forest management and utilization practices.

The major implications of the above factors are:

. Increased pressure to improve fiber utilization via higher product 
recoveries, and reduced fiber waste;

. Increased pressure to add more value to an increasingly expensive 
raw material ;

. Restructuring of the industry to secure and better utilize available
raw material



- more corporate concentration

- more horizontal (the resource) and vertical (value added) integration;
. Manufacturing and marketing strategies will no longer be based

on a cheap and abundant raw material - i.e. volume oriented 
technologies and strategies (with little consideration of value) 
will fall into disfavor;

. Environmental concerns will force us to manage and utilize the 
resource with conservation the underlying theme. In the short 
run, this will mean higher costs!

. The CWPI must develop a new mix of production and marketing strat

egies that is consistent with its changing resource situation 

and to facilitate competition with new suppliers in the important 
Pacific Rim growth markets (Fig.3).

Socio Economic/Market Factors and Implications 
Socio economic changes will have significant impacts on future demand 
for forest products. Notable factors include the following:

. Demographic trends suggest less housing demand as the population 
ages in response to greying baby boomers and lower birth rates;

. Polarization of the middle class in the developed economies is 

progressing at an alarming rate - the rich are getting richer 
and the poor are getting poorer;

. Global competition, already a reality, is being fostered by almost 

instantaneous capital movement, combined with the integration 

of computers and communication. New alliances are being formed 

in an attempt to jockey for better position e.g. Canada-U.S.



Free Trade initiative; "Europe 1992"; etc.;
. Increasing energy costs will affect the relative competitiveness 

of products dependent on petroleum for production, delivery, 
and raw material procurement;

. Environmental trends suggest a quickly mounting concern by society 
for the environment. The concerns range form acid rain, air 
and water quality, work place environments (formaldehyde émisions, 

wood dust, noise), chemical usage (forest chemicals, wood preserving, 
wood finishing and coating chemicals), waste disposal, and green
house effect.

Major implications of the socio economic trends include:

. Demographics point to a long term decline in North American housing 

starts and a leveling off in expenditures for repair and alteration;

. Niche marketing of housing products to satisfy affordable housing 
concerns of the poor and luxury and convenience desires of the rich;

. Competition in the international market place will continue to 
escalate and will be based on customer satisfaction, (i.e. value 
for money);

. Production and distribution efficiencies will become even more 

important as energy costs continue to escalate; and

. Environmentally acceptable products, and conversion technology 

will prevail in spite of increased costs. In addition, polluting 

firms and industries will have to "clean up their act" or suffer
the consequences.



Product Trends and Implications
There are several important trends affecting both structural and non- 
structural product applications:

. There is a shift away from products dependent on resource size 
and quality to products dependent on fiber availability (Fig.4);

. Toward products that yield higher finished product recovery;

. Toward products with more uniform properties;

. Toward products derived from the hardwood resource;

. A product shift from commodities to specialty products to components 
to building systems is underway;

. From solid wood products to composites including wood and non
wood combinations;

Trend to semi-structural products such as stress-skinned panels, 
molded fiber products such as "spaceboard", new exterior siding 
products, etc.;

. Trend to increased use of "industrial design concepts" combining 

aesthetic values with functional performance at acceptable costs.

The major implications of the above trends are:

. Semi-structural markets may be able to provide the wood products 

industry with an acceptable ROI in spite of rising wood costs 

because such products combine the aesthetic and structural/strength 
attributes of wood;

. Product attributes must be added if tomorrow's wood products/systems 
are to compete with non-wood products;

. Higher value products/systems will require a strong marketing

infrastructure with emphasis focused on satisfying customer needs.



Technology Related Factors and Implications 
For ease of exposition, technology has been divided into three categories 
including conversion, end-use and product technology.

Conversion Technology Factors and Implications. The economic feasibility 
limits of softwood lumber technology is quickly reaching the limits 

of its profitable life (Fig. 5). This is due to a cost/price squeeze 

with resource costs going up while commodity prices decrease in real 
terms. There have been two responses to this trend:

(1) . Further entrenchment into commodity markets/products. In essence,

many firms are utilizing the latest productivity enhancing technology 
to reduce unit costs even further. e.g. microprocessor and scanning 
technology is now used to:

- characterize/merchandize the resource prior to breakdown;
- optimize breakdown, edging and trimming;
- automate drying process, and

- improve product quality control.

(2) . A movement away from a commodity product focus to one that favors

a market orientation. Again, microprocessor technology is prominent, 

however it is used to enhance product value. Some examples include 
technology to:

. merchandize the resource in terms of value;

. enhance flexibility in the mill to economically produce small 

orders of components or specialty products;

. addition of more product finishing capabilities.



There are several important implications that evolve from the above 
trends :

. Eventually, the two strategies will merge to form efficient, 

flexible, small scale economic units;
. The wood products industry must match available resources to 

appropriate markets via best conversion technology;
. New processing technology is needed and it will be character

ized by computer integrated manufacturing, flexible manufacturing 
systems and CAD/CAM design tools.

End-use Technology Factors and Implications. There are several interesting 

trends that are affecting the way wood products will be utilized in 

the future;
. Industrialization of the construction process is having a major 

impact. Factory built housing/manufactured housing systems will 

continue to gain market share, particularly in the USA with its 
large urban centers. Tilt-up technology is here to stay! Panel- 

ization will continue as component manufacturers will be able 

to provide a more flexible and cost effective alternative (to 

existing building techniques);

. The trend to building materials and systems that have reliable

and predictable engineering and other properties is gaining momentum. 

Reliability based design procedures are becoming the norm in 

international building codes. It is being driven by developments 

in computer technology (CAD/CAM) and litigation trends;

. A systems approach to building construction is also gaining momentum



in an effort to promote efficient building practices that will 
reduce life cycle costs of housing and commercial buildings;

. Fire regulations will continue to stiffen in the face of increasing 

litigation problems.

The major implication of the above trends is that the wood products 

industry will face increasing pressure from non-wood building materials 

both in residential and non-residential markets. To compete, it must 

develop knowledge of wood products/systems that is on a par with non
wood materials with respect to duration of load, thermal and moisture 
performance, and other system performance factors, i.e. we must prepare 

ourselves to compete in a reliability based design world where life 
cycle costs on a system basis is the criteria of success.

Product Technology Factors and Implications. There is a materials 

revolution going on primarily outside the wood products industry. The 

North American wood products industry must realize that it is part 

of a much larger materials community. Advanced industrial materials 

such as ceramics and advanced composites are leading the transition 

from traditional materials by offering better performance and competi

tiveness on a life cycle cost basis. A major advantage of the advanced 

materials industry is their attitude - they work with other suppliers 

and materials to combine structural abilities, gain market acceptance, 

and share distribution networks. (Binsacca, 1989).

Some examples of recent product substitutions are:

. Optical fibres replacing copper wire;



• Composites (metal, plastics, ceramics and high performance reinforcements 
such as S-Glass, kevlar, graphite and boron fibres displacing 
aluminum in aircraft; and

. Plastics and new alloys replacing steel in automobiles and buses.

New colloidal microcrystal products (using cellulose as a raw material) 

are being developed that may enhance wood product applications. These 

products can be recycled which is becoming a big advantage. Some industrial 
uses include: non-toxic, water based systems of binders and coating 
for paper, board and pulp molded products; and prime coatings for glass, 
aluminum and wood.

Within the wood products industry, we are witnessing an explosion of 

new product introductions. Improved products for traditional applications 
include the transition from plywood to waferboard to oriented strandboard 
and most recently stabilized reconstituted panels. In the nonstructural 
and semistructural area, we have witnessed a transition from plywood 

to particleboard to MDF to new MDF based products with heat applied 

overlays. Other examples include gypsum board wrapped in paper, gypsum 

fiberboard and laminated veneer lumber products. Examples of new products 

for new markets include polymer enhanced wood products (true composites), 

cement bonded fiberboard and molded fiber products such as FPL's spaceboard.

Some implications from the above developments are:

. man made materials will continue to get better;

. wood product technology must be developed with a focus on uniform 

properties that are competitive on a life cycle cost basis;

. new products will combine the best qualities of man-made materials



with wood to produce superior "true composites". Resulting material 
properties will greatly change/expand end use applications.

CONCLUSIONS - A CRYSTAL BALL VIEW OF THE 21st CENTURY 

The Canadian wood products industry will experience significant changes 

in its markets, products and technology in the next twenty-five years.

The changes are being driven by a more competitive globalized economy; 

a less favorable resource situation, environmental and health issues; 

and rapid technological advances in computers, advanced industrial 
materials, and communication technology. The wood products industry 
of the future may be characterized as follows:

. Smaller economic units - operating units will be smaller, more flexible 
and fully computerized. Informatic technologies will create a transition 
in industry strategy from a high volume, low value product produced 

to stock, to a smaller volume, higher value product produced to order, 
i.e. Economic mass production of variety in small order quantities.

. Vertical and horizontal integration - vertical integration will

facilitate the efficient production and distribution of value added 

products while horizontal integration will promote better utilization 

of an increasingly expensive resource (wood, capital, etc.); e.g. 

primary manufacturers will move into territory traditionally serviced 

by remanufacturers (mouldings, joinery, doors, windows, decks, privacy 

fences, siding, components, treated wood products, etc.) - vertical 

integration. Furthermore, resource merchandizing and better informatic 

technology will result in a sharing/redistribution of the resource 

among various conversion units within a firm in order to obtain 

a better match between resource, product and conversion technology



horizontal integration.
Market Diversification - The CWPI industry must diversify its product 
line and geographic reach to promote both growth and profitability.
Large multi-national corporations - current reorganization trends 
will continue as firms reorganize to compete in a global economy; 

e.g. vertical and horizontal integration will require large capital 

inflows.
Shift from commodities to engineered wood products - Engineered, 

composite (wood only, wood plus non-wood materials) materials will 
make up an increasing share of the industry's output. These products 

will be more uniform in engineering properties, competitive on a 
life cycle cost basis, and capable of providing a reasonable ROI 
in spite of rising resource costs. Such products will help wood 
hold onto existing residential markets and penetrate "non-residential" 

markets.
Resource neutral conversion and product technology - Non-veneered 
panels, parallel strand lumber ("Parallam", "Scrimber"), laminated 

veneer lumber, FPL "Spaceboard", molded fiber products, overlayed 

stabilized OSB and MDF products are a few examples of products that 

are resource neutral. Such technology will allow the industry to 

effectively deal with rising resource costs, lower resource quality 

and the need to convert manufacturing systems to a more efficient, 

refined, uniform (pulverized) flow process.
Shift from structural to semi-structural and non-structural applications 

- Stress skinned panels, moulded fiber products and wood/nonwood 

composites will increase in favor as they blend the positive features 

of various materials. i.e. The functional and visual appeal of



wood will be married to decay and fire resistant nonwood materials 
to produce new products for new customers.

. Shift to environmentally acceptable products and conversion technologies 

- Energy intensive technology will lose favor as will those technologies 

& products that pollute the environment. These changes will be 
legislated and costs will be allocated to the "guilty party".

. Customers in the future will be better educated/informed and looking

for good value for their money. Product quality and durability 
will be used to measure long-term performance.

Hand-built housing may be a luxury commodity available only to a 
privileged few. Manufactured housing techniques will provide the 
major share of "affordable housing" that tomorrow's customers demand. 

Finally, if the Canadian wood products industry is to embrace vertical 

& horizontal integration, value-added and flexible production, the 

prevailing practice of processing as many logs as possible must give 
way to the practice of product value maximization in terms of performance, 

function and aesthetics.

Firms must:
- adopt a more aggressive marketing stance towards the demands of the 

marketplace ;
- spend more on technology - its development, absorption and use especially 

information technologies; and

- better understand the inherent values of the resource and match it

to markets more efficiently.
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PACIFIC RIM MARKETS

The federal government estimates that by the year 
2000 Asia will account for 60% of the worlds population, 
50% of its production and 40% of its consumption.

Figure 3.
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Internal MemorandumForintek
Canada
Corp.
July 12, 1909.

TO: J. A. DANGERFIELD
A.T. SCHULER 
J. MEIL 
G. BRUNETTE

FR: A. HOWATSON

CC: J. SWANSON

RE: B.C. FOREST INDUSTRY CONFERENCE, MAY 16/89, VANCOUVER.
THEME: "COMPETITIVENESS IN THE NEXT FIVE YEARS"
SPONSOR: PRICE-WATERHOUSE

Following are what I believe to be points of interest for Forintek.
(This report has been purposely delayed pending receipt today of 
the Conference proceedings). Presentation abstracts are provided 
in the front of the proceedings, and readers are encouraged to skim 
these before in y comments. Reference is made to tables and graphs 
following the text - unfortunately, pages are not numbered.

Jim Swanson was also in attendance; I trust that he will provide 
the Western Lab with his perspective.

Speaker: Rick Franco (V.P. Lumber Sales, Weldwood)

Points to note: Mr. Franco cites 15 years of promotion and codes/
standards work in Japan as now bearing fruit. Tables following provide 
a useful perspective on his point. The trend in recent years favours 
processed wood imports as opposed to logs.

Forintek interest: Three points in his summary repeat what we have
heard many times in the past four years:

Overall demand in North America is failing - we must explore 
new regions and new markets.

We must enhance our work with codes/standards and promotion.

. The industrial market needs more attention and will be very rewarding 
to the suppliers.

Speaker : Mike McCallum (Industry specialist, Price-Waterhouse).

Points to note : 1988 earnings for B.C. lumber and plywood producers,
on aggregate, virtually disappeared. A C$ appreciating against the 
US $, together with new reforestation responsibilities shifted to 
the firms, have done most of the damage. See the tables, second 
and third pages following his text.
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Speaker : Csaba Ilajdu (Director of Research, F. I. R. /P. P. I. R. B. )

Points to note: Ilajdu's presentation was perhaps the best of the
conference in providing an integrated view. Worth reading.

A small but significant item in the "questions" section concerning 
demand for overlaid panel products in North America vis-à-vis Europe: 
"Market oriented new product research and development will yield 
excellent returns. However, one is to be cautioned against spending 
very large sums of money without market research on products in North 
America that happen to be hot sellers in Europe. They might not 
go here at all."

n^c  ̂interest: His discussion of the major forces of change
in the industry are examined under the same three headings I proposed 
last year for our program goals:

. Resource 

. Production 

. Consumption (Markets)

Others :_ While labour relations is not a topic of immediate concern 
to Forintek, it is unquestionably a major factor in B.C. competitiveness. 
Gary Johncox (V.P. Human Resources, MacBlo) does a nice job in elucidating 
major economic and societal forces affecting labour relations. Worth 
reading.

Ihe abstract of John Crispo's talk doesn't do him justice! (probably
because lie didn't submit a prepared speech!) His talk was certainly
(lie liveliest and most entertaining of the day. lie notes that adversarial
mechanisms are inherent in a free society, but commends the Swedish
and West German systems of labour relations as processes which are
good at providing consultative roles to mitigate the adversarial
aspect. He believes gainsharing compensation systems (for example,
the Scanlon plan") are good ways to improve both communication and
worker incentives (providing managements are willing to level with
their employees! ) .

Die President's Panel" at the conclusion of the day was intended 
to be the highlight - comments and fielded questions from six C.E.O.s. 
However, comments and answers were predictable and "safe" - no 
surprises. The M.O.U. and stumpage pricing came in for heavy fire; 
chip pricing was a source of contention between independents and 
integrateds; and, of course, "we're all environmentalists now".
Given the media and knowledgeable industry personnel present, it 
is understandable that the C.E.O.s chose to be "corporate statesmen".

A. Howatson



Internal MemorandumFbrintek 
Canada 
Corp.

October 18, 1989.

TO: A. SCHULER
J. MEIL 
A. HOWATSON

FR: G. BRUNETTE

CC: K.A. FRENCH
J.A. DANGERFIELD 
R.W. STEPHENS

RE: FOREST PRODUCTS RESEARCH CONFERENCE

LOCATION: FOREST PRODUCTS LABORATORY,
MADISON, WI

TOPIC: IMPROVING THE ENVIRONMENT THROUGH FOREST PRODUCTS RESEARCH

LAB TOUR:

On the first day of the conference, an optional tour of the laboratory 
was available for those who were interested. The tour itself was preceded 
by a slide presentation describing research activities at the lab. Research 
and technology transfer at the FPL is conducted in six broad areas:

Wood Products
Pulp, Paper and Composites 
Wood Protection and Market Research 
Microbial and Biochemical Conversion 
Energy from Wood 
International Forest Products

Research areas at the Forest Products Laboratory (FPL) are very similar 
to the ones at Forintek. Among the areas not covered by Forintek's current 
programs are:

Pulp & Paper 
Bioconversion
International Forest Products

The latter includes programs to coordinate research with other countries 
and work with other agencies to support cooperative R&D with developing 
countries. This distinction from Forintek's activities is consistent 
with the differences in respective missions.

The mission of the Forest Products Laboratory is:
"To improve the use of wood through research that leads to 
improved management and use of the timber resource, thus 
meeting the needs of the United States and contributing 
to the international community".
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A directory of current research programs at the FPL is attached. 

CONFERENCE

The conference was divided into 4 sessions

I - Long-Term Use of a Renewable Resource
II - Forest Management and Utilization
III - Manufacturing and Conversion
IV - Product Use, Disposal, and Recovery

HIGHLIGHTS 

Session I

Several discussions on major environmental issues such as population 
growth, tropical deforestation and global warming of climates.

Increasing globalization of problems will need a cooperative approach 
to problem solving. This will create more opportunities for partner
ship in research.

Research that will minimize environmental impacts of forest utilization 
(from harvesting to primary & secondary manufacturing) will become in
creasingly important.

In the long term, increasing demand for wood products can only be met 
through forest management for sustainable harvest. Foresters will have 
to work with ecologists and economists to maximize the value of forests.
The market value of timber is generally the only output of forests evaluated 
with conventional economics. We need to quantify long-term ecological 
and social values of forests and make these values more apparent to 
local decision makers in order to insure sustainability. A new form 
of economics called "Ecological Economics" is emerging. Its primary 
macroeconomic goal is sustainability rather than economic growth. A 
conference on the Ecological Economics of sustainability is scheduled 
for spring of 1990. A copy of the prospectus for that conference is 
appended.

Session II

Soil acidification has an important impact on forest productivity by 
reducing growth and increasing mortality rates. Several factors are 
thought to be responsible for soil acidification. The major ones area: 

past land use (clearing) 
current harvest rate 
atmospheric deposition

The damages are thought to be caused by the leaching of nutrients (parti
cularly calcium) with soil acidification. Although this mechanism is 
now known, the rate and the extent of damage is difficult to predict.
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Natural stresses are thought to be responsible for some damages (e.g. 
soil drainage, early thaw/frost).

More research is needed to:
- evaluate the impact on different species
- understand the various interactions of natural stresses with soil 

acidification
compare the impact on seedlings with the one on mature trees.

In tropical forest regions, the cost of plantation management (land 
preparation, planting, fertilizing, etc.) is generally high. A more 
economical forest management approach is to encourage forest conservation 
and better utilization of resource. Opportunities exist for scientists 
in developed countries for technology transfer and cooperative research 
with developing countries.

Research is needed to:
use underutilized species

- improve conversion efficiency

The major areas where research is needed are:
processing (sawing high density species containing silica) 
gluing (high content of extractives & gums making it difficult to 
glue )

- drying (high growth stress in hardwoods resulting in warping and 
splitting)
wood protection (resistance to decay and insects).

Session III

The most interesting paper presented during this session was on the
application of biotechnology in treating hazardous wastes. Fungi can
be used to decompose pentachlorophenols (PCP's) into carbon dioxide
and water. Experiments with radioactive PCP have demonstrated the decomposition
process. This technology which has several potential applications,
could have a significant impact in solving environmental problems.

One application would be the treatment of contaminated soils. For example, 
fungi could be grown on wood chips which could then be plowed into contaminated 
soil at a wood treating plant.

Another application could be to dispose of treated wood wastes safely.
The wastes could be chipped and mixed with chips containing the fungi.

Session IV

There is a growing trend of recycling paper. However the U.S. still 
recycles only about 25% of waste paper (no data available for Canada).
In Europe and Japan about 50% of waste paper is recycled. The primary 
reason for the relatively low rate of recycled paper in U.S. is the 
relatively low cost of wood.
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The major technical barriers to recycling paper are: 
deinking
removal of contaminant 
bonding strength restoration.

Current research is concentrated in these areas. However potential 
opportunities exists to use waste paper in composite products and relatively 
little research is oriented in this area. Louisiana Pacific has developed 
a composite drywall panel material with superior nail holding properties, 
made out of gypsum and waste paper. Waste paper could certainly be 
used for other composite products.

A presentation on the future for forest products and the environment 
focused on trends in population growth. Two pertinent trends were held 
for their implications on potential markets for wood products.

30% of population growth over next 25 years will be coming from 5 
countries: India, China, Indonesia, Brazil and Mexico. They will
add the equivalent of the current population of India. Copies of 
some slides on population growth are appended.

- In the U.S. a shift in population from the North and East to the
South and West has been noticed in the last 10 to 20 years. According 
to this speaker, this trend should slow down and possibly reverse 
itself due to a gradual decline in the quality of life in the South 
& West (cost of housing, population densities, water & air quality).



Improving (he Environment Through Forest Products Research
Forest Products Research Conference October 3-5, 1989 Forest Products Laboratory Madison, Wisconsin

Tuosday, O ctober 3

11:00 a in. R egistration in Main Lobby 
Optional tour of FPL

1:00 p in. W elcom e and Opening Rem arks John Erickson, Director
R oom  500 Forest Products Laboratory

Conference Cochair

Session I -Long-Term U se o f  a Renewable Resource
M oderator: Steve Snmlski

Lbiiversity o f M assachusetts 
Conference Cochair

1:15 p in. Improving the Environment Through 
Forest Products Research R. Max Peterson 

International Association of Fisl 
& Wildlife Agencies

1:15 Role of Forest Products Utilization in a 
Changing Global Environment George Drown 

Oregon Stale University
2:15 Ecological Economics of World Forest Resources Robert Costanza 

University of Maryland
2:15 Break
3:15 Environmental Issues: The Challenge to Forest Products Research Adela Dackiel

Congressional Research Service
3:15 Improving the Environment Through Process Research: Piocesses for the 1990’s and the 21st Century Rajai A tall a 

Forest Service
Forest Products Laboratory

1:15 Recycling Consumer Products and 
Improved Materials Management Kathryn Wagner

Office of Technology Assessment
4:15 End A fternoon Session
0:00 Cocktails and dinner at InnTowner Hotel 

2d2d University Avenue
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Session II— Forest M anagem ent and U tilization____________________________________________
M oderator: Richard Thom as

N orth Carolina S ta te  University
.m. Improving Tropical Forest Management 

Through Forest Products Researcli

Acid Rain and Forest Productivity

Biodiversity: Challenges and Opportunities 
for Hardwood Utilization

Carl Gallegos 
U S. Agency for 
International Development
Allen Lucier
National Council for Air 
and Stream Improvement
Keith Evans 
Forest Service
Forest Environment Research

Break
Environmental Effects of Forest Management

Long-Term Effects of Intensive Forest 
Management, and Utilization
Storage and Cycling of Carbon by Forests 
and Forest Products

Frederick J. Swanson
Forest Service, Pacific Northwest Station
James llornbeck
Forest Service, Northeastern Station
John Zerbc 
Forest Service
Forest Products Laboratory

l>.m. Catered box lunch—Room 300 lobby

Session III— M anufacturing and Conversion
M oderator: Bruce C utter

U niversity o f M issouri
i.m. Occupational Health Hazards in the Workplace Environment John Garis

National Loss Control
Environmental Concerns in Pulp and Paper 
Manufacturing: Chlorine Bleaching

Raymond Whittemore 
National Council for Air 
and Stream Improvement

Sludge and Ash Recycling and Disposal 

Break

William J. Ginn
Resource Conservation Services, Inc.

Environmental Aspects of Residential Fuclwood 

Energy Efficiency in Wood Processing

The Ligninolytic System of White-Rot Fungi 
and Its Potential in Treating and Avoiding 
Hazardous Wastes

Use Charles McMahon
Forest Service, Southern Station
Eugene Wengert 
University of Wisconsin and 
Virginia Tech
Kent Kirk 
Forest Service
Forest Products Laboratory

4:30 End A fternoon Session



Thursday, O ctober 5

Session IV — Product U se, D isposal, and Recovery
M oderator: Ali M oslem i 

U niversity o f  Idaho
8:00 a.m. Paper Recycling William Franklin 

Franklin Associates
8:30 Upgrading Secondary Pulp John Klungness 

Forest Service
Forest Products Laboratory

9:00

9:30

Solid Wood Recovery and Recycling 

Break
Robert Harris 
Clemson University

10:00 Treated Wood Products David Webb 
Hoppers Industries

10:30 Architectural Concerns in Buildings: Moisture, Thermal, Air Quality, Radon, Fire Safety David Harrje 
Princeton University

11:00 Futuristic Perspective on Forest Products 
and the Environment Ross Whaley

State University of New York
11:30 Conference W rapup John Erickson and

Steve Smulski, Conference Cochairs
11:45 Adjourn

Conference C om m ittee: Rodney G. Larson (Chair), FPL Diann L. Campbell, FPL
David B. Johnson, FPIIR, WO Peter luce, FPL 
William T. Sommers, FFASR, WO James L. Minor, FPL 
Steve Smulski, Univ. of Mass. Marcia Patton-Mallory, FPIIR, WO
Richard O. Woodfin, Jr., John 1. Zerbe, FPL

Pacific Northwest Station



Directory 
of Research 
Programs

United States Department of Agriculture 
Forest Service
Forest Products Laboratory
One Gifford Pinchot Drive 
Madison, Wl 53705-2398
Phone: Commercial (608) 231-9 -F ext. or 

FTS 384-5 +  ext.
Telex: 7400032 
DG: Mailroom:S32A 
Facsimile: Commercial (608) 231-9592 

FTS 384-5592

John R. Erickson, Director September 1989
Ext. 317
H. M. M ontrey, Deputy Director 
Ext. 320

C U R R E N T  IN V ESTIG A TIO N S &: SCIENTISTS IN C H A R G E

PR O TEC TIO N  A N D  M ARK ET RESEARCH  
H. G us W nhlgren, A ssistant D irector
Ext. 493
Center for Forest M ycology Research (RWU 4501)
Harold II. Burdsall, Jr.
Ext. 235
Taxonomy, ecology, and pathology of the Armillana mellea complex in North America 
Major revision of the genus Phcllinus
Taxonomy and systematics of the species in the genus Plilebia
Resolve species limits in species complexes of decay fungus culture collection and describe cultural 

characteristics
Biodotorioration and Preservation o f W ood (RWU 4551)
Terry L. H ighley
Ext. 235
Biosynthetic and degradalive pathways to improve methods of controlling decay 
Detection of incipient decay and treatment to protect wood 
Enhance non-decay microorganisms to prevent fungal attack of wood 
Processing technologies for a changing forest resource
Center for W ood A natom y Research (RWU 4701)
Regis B. M iller
Ext. 352
Fundamental knowledge on the macro- and microscopic structures of wood and identification of emerging 

native and foreign commercial woods
W ood Surface C hem istry and P rotection  (RWU 4707)
W illiam C. Feist 
Ext. 465
Weathering performance of wood and finished wood products 
Environmental factors that affect the weathering of wood and painted wood 
interaction of wood and wood-based products with iiquids



Tim ber D em and nncl Technology Assessm ent Research (RVVU 4851)
W illiam J. Lange
Ext. 303
Improvements in the FI’L Pulpwood Model
Economic models to provide long-term projections for wood energy markets 
Economic models to provide long-term projections for lumber and panel markets 
Economic analysis to assess new technologies for converting timber into new or improved paper and 

wood products
W OOD PR O D U C T S RESEARCH  
Erwin L. Schaffer, A ssistant D irector
Ext 272 _______________________________________________________
Engineering Properties of W ood (RWU 4714)
D. Alan D endtsen
Ext. 30!)
Physical and mechanical properties of clear wood 
Properties of commercial lumber
Principles of stress-grading technology and the reliability of property assessments 
Process and environmental influences on design properties of lumber
Engineering D esign Criteria (RWU 4715)
Lawrence A. Soltis
Ext 209
Basic failure mechanisms of clear wood
Design ("clmology for single- and multiple-member wood systems 
Design technology for mechanical fasteners and adhesive bonds 
Duration of load relationship and design for structural lumber
Engineered W ood Products and Structures (RWU 4710)
Russell C. M oody
Ext. 220
Performance of structural components 
Performance of st ructural systems 
Performance of engineered wood products
Fire Safety of W ood Products (RWU 4718)
Susan LeVnn
Ext. 209
Elb'ct of new technologies in wood const ruction on fire safety 
Fundamental fire and thermal performance characteristics of wood products 
Prediction of fire safety in actual fire situations
Processing System  O ptim ization (RWU 4719)
Jeanne D. D anielson  
Ext. 351
Analytic tools to improve wood product recovery and profits 
Measurement and control of dynamic factors in sawing 
Improved veneer manufacturing and drying technology
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W ood D rying and M oisture M anagem ent (RVVU 4720)Antoni TenW olde
Ext. 345
Environmental design parameters for wood structures 
Analytic modeling of lumber drying 
Improved kiln control for lumber drying
Segregation of bacterial infected wood for improved lumber recovery
Engineering M echanics Laboratory 
R obert Ross 
Ext. 221
Coordinate test support needs of engineering-based research studies
Provide and maintain up-to-date physical and environmental test facilities and equipment 
Provide complete testing services for physical and environmental research accomplishment 
Cooperate with other Forest Service units requiring testing assistance
PULP, PA P E R , A N D  COM POSITES RESEARCH  
Vance C. Sctterholm , A ssistant DirectorExt. 478
Wood A dhesives Science and Technology (RWU 4703)Anthony H. Conner
Ext. 210
Develop durable wood adhesives from renewable resources
Improve conventional wood bonding systems and processes to provide optimum cure and bonding and better product performance
Develop the technology to bond wood treated with preservatives, fire-retardants, and dimensional stabilizers
Develop bonding in wood/thcrmoplastic composites
Develop a fundamental understanding of and improved solution to the bonding of refractory wood surfaces
Determine the behavior of adhesives and the performance of adhesive-bonded assembly joints in wood structures used for construction.
Perform ance-D esigned C om posites (RWU 4706)John A. Youngquist
Ext. 307

Characteristics of materials and processing and their efiect on product performance 
Bond strength development and rheological properties of wood composites 
Performance of wood composites in adverse environments 
Evaluation of adhesive bonding systems for composites 
Chemical modification of composites
Fiber Product D esign Criteria (RWU 4708)
Theodore L. Laufm bcrg  
Ext. 480
Structural fiber products and systems
Performance of paperboard and containers in adverse environments 
Press drying of printing papers
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Chem istry and Pulping (RWU 4709)
Rnjai II. Atalla
Ext. 481
Fundamental nature of lignin
Basic structure and distribution of wood fiber polymers 
Optimizing properties of chemi-meclianical pulps
Fundamental knowledge of the chemical reactivity of wood components
Fiber P rocesses and P roducts (RWU 4710)
Theodore II. W egner 
Ext. 481
Greater use of recycled fiber and underutilized hardwoods in linerboard
Role of chemicals in improving paperboard strength properties, wet stifTness, and dimensional stability
Stronger, opaque, high-yield pulps from a broad resource base 
Dimensionally stable fiber-base panel products
Analytical Laboratory  
Roger C. P ettersen  
Ext. 480
Measurement of chemical components in wood and pulp
Identification and structure of chemicals from wood and wood-derived materials 
Microscopic examination and measurement of wood and wood fibers
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IN ST IT U T E  FOR M ICRO BIAL & BIOCHEM ICAL TECHNOLOGY (RWU 4712) 
T. Kent Kirk, D irector
Ext. 466
Basic biochemistry of lignin degradation by fungi, and application of bio-ligninolytic systems 

in wood processing
Enzymatic depolymerization of hemicelluloses, and fermentation of hemicellulose sugars 
Applications of fungi in solid state fermentation of wood 
Molecular genetics of filamentous fungi

EN ER G Y  FROM  W OOD RD&A PR O G R A M  (RWU 4713) 
John I. Zerbe, Program  M anager
Ext. 352
Technology for conversion of wood to improved fuels and chemicals 
Technology for wood combustion 
Energy efficiency of building construction

IN T E R N A T IO N A L  FO REST PR O D U C TS RD& A PR O G R A M  (RW U 4721) 
Gary R. Lindoll, Program  M anager
Ext 500
Coordinate forest products research with foreign countries
Identify technologies to enhance U.S. competitiveness in forest products
Work with sponsoring agencies to support cooperative RD&A with developing countries
Arrange exchanges of foreign scientists to train and conduct research at FPL
A D M IN ISTR A TIO N
II. W ayne H unt, A ssistant D irector
Ext. 315
Information — R odney G. Larson -  Ext. 237
Research Facilities Engineering — Lawrence A. A nderson -  Ext. 338 
Planning k  Management Analysis — Donald J. Gorgis -  Ext. 283 
Systems k  A DP — Jane K. Evans -  Ext. 374 
Statistics — Jam es W . Evans -  Ext. 374 
Instrumentation — Richard E. K inney - Ext. 315 
Budget k. Fiscal — John G. Bachhubcr -  Ext. 283 
Procurement k  Property — Charles B. Cameron -  Ext. 284 
Personnel Management — Jerom e J. Lipski -  Ext. 301
Information Management Program Coordinator — K athleen W olfe -  Ext. 315
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Population Growth, 1750-2100



Population Age Pyramids,Developing and Developed Countries 1985 and 2025

Millions Millions



Population  Trends, 1 9 0 0 -2 1 0 0
(millions)

Region _________________1900 1950 1985 2100
Developing Regions 1.070 I| 1,681 1 3,657 I 8.748 1

Africa 133 224 555 2,591
Asia 867 1,292 2,697 4,919
Latin America 70 165 405 1,238Developed Regions 560 1 835 1 1.181 1 1.437 I
Europe,USSR,
Japan, Oceania 478 669 917 1,055Canada and U.S. 82 166 264 382

World Total 1,630 2,156 4,837 10,185
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The conference was attended by over 120 people (down from last 
year) representing the forest products industry, their suppliers, 
government, forestry consultants, media and the banking community 
in the U.S. and Canada.

In the interest of brevity, I have chosen only to highlight the 
main thrusts of the conference, which I think are relevant to FCC. 
The conference program is attached and lists the specific papers 
presented. If you wish a copy of a particular presentation, I 
would be happy to forward you a copy. Also attached is a listing 
of recently completed RISI multiclient studies. The Table of 
Contents for two of the relevant studies are also appended to this 
report.

The "Green Era"

The environmental movement challenges the forest products industry 
in four principal areas: recycling, pollution abatement, 
preservation of the wilderness and product and worker safety. In 
essence, it is the changing social values of the developed economy 
consumer who has rallied and forced government intervention which 
has and will continue to shock industry's structure by quickly 
changing the economics of doing business.

The environmental movement engine is primarily fueled by emotion, 
little data are available to either substantiate or discredit the 
Green movement. Education and impartial information are going to 
be key tools for the industry if it is to deal effectively with 
the movement in the long-run. In the short-run, expect emotion to 
win out, as consumers are the ones who vote not corporations.

Two concepts really set the stage for the conference. These were: 
"today's solutions, are they tomorrow's problems?"; and, is 
forestry and forest products a virtuous or vicious cycle in terms 
of the global environment. An example of the former are treated 
wood products. In response to the decline in available redwood and 
cedar forests, CCA treated wood products were developed as an 
alternative. As CCA products need to be replaced there exists a 
problem with their disposal - can't be burned, can't be put in 
municipal landfill sites because the are already full and the 
leachate from the product may be toxic - a real dilemma and problem 
for the treatment industry which only a few years ago provided a 
solution to an availability problem.

An example of a virtuous versus vicious cycle can be contrived by 
looking at recycling of newsprint in both the short-term and the 
long-term. At the onset of recycling, virgin wood consumption is 
reduced and the forest is preserved- a goal of recycling advocates. 
In the long-term, lower consumption / demand for pulp trees means 
a lower price for those trees which, in effect, provides less 
incentive to grow trees. As no new trees are planted and the uncut 
trees mature, forest growth slows, carbon absorption and oxygen 
production decreases, which increases the green house effect. So



what looks to be a prudent and virtuous move in the short-term, may 
prove to have a negative or a vicious connotation in the long-term. 
It would appear that wood once touted as good and natural is not 
as positive a movement or selling point as it once was.

Recycling

Approximately 48% of all U.S. refuse is in the form of paper 
products (see Table 1) . Traditionally, solid waste has been
disposed of in municipal landfills. Although the U.S. had 5,500 
operating landfills in 1988, they are rapidly filling up and it is 
forecast that by 2000 half as many landfills will be operating with 
only 1/3 of the present capacity for garbage. In response, 
landfill tipping fees have skyrocketed to such an extent that some 
states ship their waste out of state at a cost lower than disposing 
of it in their own backyards. Recycling is viewed as a viable 
alternative - especially for paper products. Ten states have 
already legislated mandatory collection of recyclable materials, 
another eight states are to shortly do likewise. Three states have 
already passed legislation requiring paper products (primarily 
newsprint) to contain a certain percentage of recycled material. 
What this type of legislation has done is kept the 
environmentalists happy on both the landfill and forestry issue, 
reduced the cost of disposing of garbage and created an 
unprecedented excess supply of old newspapers which subsequently, 
has collapsed waste paper prices (see Table 2). This price 
collapse has made recycled newsprint and linerboard production 
economically attractive. The arrival of recycled paper plants will 
reduce demand and the prices for virgin fibre. This begs 
speculation on future chip prices for sawmills, especially in 
Eastern Canada (high virgin newsprint production concentration), 
and in light of the urban forest reality, the real economics of 
developing marginal forest lands (e.g. Alberta).

Wilderness Set-Asides

The withdrawal of forest land has become a common occurance of late 
due to environmental pressure put on governments. In the short
term the withdrawal will limit the supply of timber to the forest 
products industry. In the long term, expansion of the world's 
timber resource is likely via increased forest management and 
reclamation of marginal agriculture lands. RISI estimates that 
during the 1990's roundwood production withdrawals could reach 85 
million m3. Additional sources of commercial timber available in 
the 1990's is expected to be in the order of 60 million m3 which 
leaves a 25 million m3 harvest shortage during the 1990's (See 
Table 3) . Much of this withdrawal information is of a "soft" 
nature. But, given that a 150 million m3 per year increase in 
world timber production is needed to sustain a 1% annual rate of 
growth, it is not difficult to see that in the short-term, 
shortages will occur and timber prices will increase. In response, 
refocused attention on alternative fibre sources is likely 
(recycled paper, kenaf, underutilized species, increased management 
and plantation establishment) .



Pollution Control

By far the largest issue facing the forest products industry today 
is dioxin in products and effluent from pulp mills. All this 
concern and pressure stems from the pulp industry producing about 
0.8% of the total dioxin entering the environment or about 11 
ounces per year. The capital cost to eliminate dioxin generation 
in the bleaching process is estimated to be $50 million per mill 
or $7.5 billion for the 150 pulp mills in North America; twice the 
real cost of complying with water and air quality legislation 
passed in the early 1970's. From an industry point of view the 
cost outweighs the benefit and they believe the money could be 
better spent on reducing other polutants emanating from their 
mills. Here again public fears, played upon by activists and the 
media, are blown out of proportion relative to the problem and 
governments are forced to take action because improving the 
environment gets votes.

Product and Worker Safety

The threat of consumers turning away from forest based products 
due to dioxins and furans in paper, formaldehyde in furniture and 
cabinets and CCA in treated wood is at an all time high. At the 
same time, concern for wood workers exposed to chemicals (e.g. 
bleaching agents, formaldehyde, CCA, fungicides, etc. ) and 
suspended particulates (wood dust) is growing with new regulations 
regarding chemical and dust levels either already invoked of 
planned. Couple these consumer and worker concerns with the 
public's negative perception (based on fact or not) of industry's 
forestry practices and contribution to global warming and water 
polution and the potential backlash could be catastrophic for the 
industry. Two obvious negative impacts on the industry are:

(1) reduced timber supply in hand with higher wood costs; and
(2) higher manufacturing costs, which can threaten international 

competitiveness and accelerate substitution by nonwood 
products.

Such a threat requires a response from industry. Industry should 
work together for reasonable standards while acknowledging 
appropriate risks, it must begin to anticipate concerns rather than 
just reacting when they arise, and industry must begin to educate 
the consumer so real and perceived problems can be differentiated 
and dealt with in a pragmatic manner.

Outlook for the Economy

RISI projects a growth recession (1.5% — 2.5% GNP growth) to continue 
through mid 1991. Such a slowdown will help balance U.S. foreign 
trade by reducing imports as the weak U.S.$ will help boost 
exports. (In 1990, RISI pegs the Canadian dollar at $0.81 U.S. and 
remaining there for the next two years) The slow down in the U.S. 
domestic demand will affect imports more heavily than U.S. domestic 
producers (due to the $ devaluation). The impact of the 1989-90



slowdown on the domestic industrial sector is not likely to be as 
severe as during previous recession/slow growth periods when the 
U.S. dollar appreciated in value.

A significant risk, during this disinflationary period, is still 
high real interest rates, weak income growth and ballooning budget 
debt, which threatens to end in a depression/recession within four 
years.

Wood Products - 2 Year Outlook

Demand indicators for 1990 and 1991 are forecast to be well above 
1989 levels with 1991 exhibiting markets conditions exceeding those 
of 1987 - a peak demand year (see Table 4). U.S. softwood lumber 
consumption growth is to increase by 7% over the next two years, 
reaching 50 billion bd. feet by 1991. The shift in end-use demand 
will continue to be away from residential construction. R&R and 
industrial markets will continue to be the strongest wood use 
markets in the early 1990's. The U.S. West Coast is forecast to 
lose market share and capacity due to high average variable costs 
and constraints placed on its timber supply, respectively. The 
U.S. South will gain significant market share due to low sawlog 
costs and lower labour costs while facing few timber availability 
constraints. Overall Canada's U.S. softwood lumber market share 
will remain stable (28-29%), but some losses in B.C. market share 
are expected which will be picked up by eastern producers. RISI 
forecasts price improvements for softwood lumber. Price levels 
should meet or exceed those of 1987.

Structural panel markets are also expected to rebound in terms of 
both consumption and prices after mid 1990. West Coast plywood 
mills face a difficult future due to resource cost increases and 
availability problems. Southern U.S. plywood and OSB producers 
stand to benefit the most with an upturn in the market.
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Wednesday, November 15
CONFERENCE PROGRAM

8:00-8:45 a.m. Registration and Continental BreakfastGrand Ballroom Foyer
8:45-9:00 a.m. Grand Ballroom II and III 9:00-Noon

Noon-2:00 p.m. Grand Ballroom

2:15-5:00 p.m. Grand Ballroom II and III

6:00-7:30 p.m. Alpine Ballroom

Weioome

SESSION I
Timber Constraints & Product Responses-  Environmental Challenges and the Forest Products Industry in the 1990sJohan J. Veltkamp, President, RISI-  Timber Supplies: Political and Environmental HarvestConstraints and Their Impacts on the Economic Supply of TimberKeith Balter, Vice President, RISI-  Wood Products: Technological and Market Responsesto a Constrained Supply of TimberRobert Berg, Vice President, RISI

LUNCHEON AND GUEST SPEAKER
Responding to the Environmentally Aware 1990sDr. Ely Gonick, Senior Vice President, Technology, International Paper Company
SESSION II
Water and Air Pollution: Process Control IssuesIntroduction and Overview: Economic and MarketImpacts of Pollution Control in the Forest Products Industry

Bernard Fuller, Vice President, RISI-  Water Pollution Resurfaces as a Major Issue for the Pulp and Paper IndustryRod Young, Vice President, RISIAir Quality and Chemical Usage: Issues for WoodProductsBernard Fuller, Vice President, RISI 
OPEN HOUSE RECEPTION

Thursday, November 16

8:00-8:45 a.m. Continental BreakfastGrand Ballroom Foyer
SESSiON iii
Solid Waste Management and DisposalDefining the Problem for Paper Producers Rod Young, Vice President, RISI

8:45-Noon Grand Ballroom II and III
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Noon—2:00 p.m. Grand Ballroom I

2:00—4:30 p.m.

Grand Ballroom III

Grand Ballroom II

-  Responses to  the Solid Waste Crisis: Technologicaland Market
John Maine, Vice President, RISI

-  Solid Waste Disposal and Plastics: Opportunities forPaper Producers?
Maurice M. Caron, Senior Environmental Control Associate, Scott Paper Company

LUNCHEON AND SPEAKER
Short-Term Economic Outlook. 1990-1991Johan Veltkamp, President, RISI
SESSION IV
RISI Two-Year Outlooks, 1990-1991 (Concurrent Sessions) 
FORSIM AND TIMBER
-  Panels—Bernard Fuller, Vice President, RISI
-  Lumber—Robert Berg, Vice President, RISI-  Timber—Keith Balter, Vice President, RISI
PULP AND PAPER
-  Newsprint—Therese Feng, Economist, RISIPrinting & Writing Papers—John Maine, Vice President, RISI
-  Packaging Board and Papers—Ken Waghorne, Senior Economist, RISI
-  Pulp—Rod Young, Vice President, RISI

GUEST SPEAKERS
Dr. Ely Gonick is Senior Vice President-Technology, of International Paper Company. He is responsible for the company's science and technology functions including the industrial hygiene and environmental areas. He Joined International Paper in January 1981 as executive vice president following a distinguished,29-year career a t the DuPont Company, where he had worldwide responsibility for chemical and engineering R&D, and for directing a professional and technical staff of 700.
Dr. Gonick has been associated with a variety of professional organizations Including TAPPI, American Chemical Society, Sigma Xi, AAAS, the New YorkAcademy of Sciences, and is on the Board of Trustees of Drew University.
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Wood Products Demand Indicators:
Summary

1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991

Housing Starts 
(Millions)

1.81 1.63 1.49 1.40 1.53 1.63

% Change 4.0% -9.8% -8.5% -6.0% 9.3% 6.5%
Mobile Home Prod. 
(Thousands)

245 232 218 205 218 230

% Change -13.2% -5.4% -5.9% -4.3% 4.3% 5.7%
Residential R&R 
($82 Bil.)

81.3 80.5 83.6 82.4 89.0 95.7

% Change 10.3% -1.0% 3.9% -1.5% 8.0% 7.5%
Nonres. Constr. 
($82 Bil.)

77.8 82.9 77.8 74.0 75.4 80.1

% Change -5.2% 6.5% -6.2% -4.8% 1.9% 6.2%
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